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Back in the days…



then the Internet came…



now everything changes..



INTERNET
the most revolutionary invention after electricity



Indonesia’s Internet Usage

44,746,035
out of 252,812,245

source: http://www.internetlivestats.com/internet-users/indonesia/

http://www.internetlivestats.com/internet-users/indonesia/


Indonesia’s Internet 
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How Internet affects the World



How Mobile affects the World



How Mobile affects the World

Mobile search is overtaking desktop 
search 

77% of mobile searches are in a location 
where people have access to a desktop



Facebook MAU by Platform
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mobile isn’t killing desktop
it’s killing all free time

- Rand Fishkin



Mobile-friendly 
Label

Use your smartphone, or if 
you’re nerd enough, use the 
steps in your handbook 

Google your branded keyword

study case 1



Google’s Mobile Update
On February 26th, Google announced that they 
would start factoring in mobile-friendliness as a 
ranking signal 

It will affect mobile searches in all languages 
worldwide and will have a significant impact in 
our search results 

Google announced that the algorithm update 
will begin on April 21st 

Mobile-friendliness will only impact mobile 
rankings 

If a site is #1 on desktop, it's currently likely to be 
#1 on mobile; after April 21st, this may no longer 
be the case



“Mobilegeddon” Impact
There are new crawler and/or a major change to the 
infrastructure that used by Google to parse, index, 
and evaluate mobile search results but not desktop  

Differences between desktop rankings and 
smartphone rankings 

Take some time soon to make a responsive web 

Example: #6 in desktop, #13 in smartphone



“Mobilegeddon” Impact



“Mobilegeddon” Impact



Responsive 
Web Design

Use Google Webmaster 
Tools to check if your 
website is mobile-friendly 
enough 

https://www.google.com/
webmasters/tools/
mobile-friendly/

study case 2

https://www.google.com/webmasters/tools/mobile-friendly/


Brands Should Have 
Online Presence 

Corporate Website 

Blog 

SEO 

Online Marketing 

Social Media



- Rebekah Radice

“In a social media world where 
a cookie-cutter approach is 
the norm, creating 
differentiation is a must” 



WEBSITE
the first step to make a presence on the web



Website is not  
just another 

business card



Website is first  
public impression



Problem

Most website will encounter these kinds of problems 

UX Design 

Content 

Discoverability



How do people 
find your Website?



Google now processes over:
40,000 search queries/second,  
or 3.5 billion search queries/day
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SERP 
Anatomy
study case 3



Consideration Paid Search Organic Search

Purpose Creating quick, clear 
advertisements

Bringing company’s site in line 
with what search engine wants 

SERP Rank More money = Higher Rank Quality Content = Higher Rank

Complexity More money = Easier Requires skillful Webmasters

Cost $$$$$ Almost 0

Paid vs Organic



First Page 
Impression

try to find your website with 
[do something in somewhere] in 
Google first page

\

study case 4



User Intent

Web search queries can be  
classified into four classes: *) 

1. Navigational 
2. Informational 
3. Transactional 
4. Commercial

*) Based on Researches by: 
• A Taxonomy of Web Search by Andrei Broder 
• The effect of user intent on the stability of search engine results by Mark    
Truran, Jan-Felix Schmakeit, and Helen Ashman



User Intent

Check Google 
Places

navigational search - study case 5



User Intent

Register on Google Business and Google+ Page

google business - study case 6



Domain vs. Subdomain
uc.ac.id vs ibm.uc.ac.id

A root domain is the top level hierarchy of a domain. A subdomain is 
a "third level" domain name that is part of a larger, top-level domain 

Putting content in subdomain is considered as a really dangerous 
move in SEO perspective 

Subdomain is considered by Google as a different site 

There is no guarantee that subdomain will contribute to the main 
domain, and vice versa 

Separate marketing effort needed to market subdomains website 

N subdomains = N Google Places = N Google+ account = Possible to be 
disapproved by Google



User Intent

Ensure that every query 
that comes to your site 
is a positive keyword

informational search - study case 7



Your website have to be 
there when people are 
ready to buy something 
related to where your 
business at

User Intent
transactional search - study case 8

User Intent



FROM INFORMATIONAL to TRANSACTIONAL

Initial  
Research

Refine Search

Content  
Research

Decision/ 
Conversion
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l Broad Search Terms  

i.e camera, digital camera,  
orange camera

More Specific Terms  
i.e affordable digital camera orange, 
black digital slr camera zoom

Very Specific Search Terms 
i.e canon eos mark III, nikon d700,  
f2.8 24-70 zoom lens



Customer Journey





TRAFFIC = POTENTIAL BUYERS


